Features:
- Versatile multi-function, multi-sport net
- Can be set up as a catch net, or goal
- 2 breakdown poles with pole pockets
- 4 ground stakes keep the net secure
- Easy to assemble and break down
- Carry case included for easy transportation
- 5'W x 5'H

Instructions:
Designed to set up and break down in a flash, the Champion Sports Pop-Up Multi-Sport Net makes scheduling in practice time for all your favorite sports a simple task.

1. Securely hold the frame when removing from the carry bag. Toss the frame 5 ft. in front of you into an open area.
2. To secure the goal in its upright position, insert the poles into the black corner sleeves. Figure 1
3. Pull the strap into the metal D-rings and secure with hook and loop closure. Repeat on the opposite sides. Figure 2
3. Insert the 4 stakes through the fabric loops at the 4 sides of the floor to secure goal to the ground. Figure 3

Parts:
- 1 Goal
- 2 Poles
- 4 Stakes
- 1 Carry Bag

For Storing and Transport: